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Walking to work is normal. Running to 
work is weird: how could you not arrive 
exhausted and sweaty? Some people 
do it all the same, because they like it, 
it’s good for their fitness, and it’s free. 
But the average commuter is not going 
to run to work however good you tell 
them it is. Not ever. What’s that got to do 
with cycling? In the eyes of many of our 
non-cycling colleagues, we’re grouped 
with the runners: fitness fanatics. 

Flick through the cycling media 
or visit certain bikeshops and it’s not 
hard to see why. A fixed-wheel track 
bike with paper-thin clearances and 
no accessories is an ideal commuting 
bike? A budget racing bike would be 
just the thing for scorching across town? 
They’re not bad choices; they’re the 
choices of fitness fanatics.

I know: I am one too. I’ve ridden 15 
miles each way to work and it was 
definitely more pleasant in full cycling 
kit, riding an efficient road bike. Most 
people aren’t going to cycle 15 miles to 
work. Not ever.

For them, and the handful of miles 
they might consider riding, a different 
bike is required. A hybrid or a roadster, 
perhaps, or a folding bike that could do 
just the last leg of a longer journey. A 
bike on which you can ‘walk’, not ‘run’.
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